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Straight Talk Automotive unveils their OBD2 Performance Testing Procedures with 

Case Studies book 

April 5, 2013 –Straight Talk Automotive today unveiled their OBD2 Performance Testing Procedures with 
Case Studies book. This new book with its thorough explanations and case studies builds on the OBD2 
Baseline Procedures Guide released last year. The book will be officially released 1 May, 2013. 

Straight Talk Automotive, an online international business supplying professional mechanics and 
enthusiasts has unveiled an OBD2 Performance Testing Procedures with Case Studies book.  
 
“I was lucky enough to get my hands on a copy of an OBD2 Performance Testing Procedures with Case 

Studies PDF and I am thoroughly impressed.  

 

I have been a big fan of this website and what they offer but these case studies blew me away.  

 

What is the real treasure of this ebook/product is how they figure out what exactly was wrong with these 

vehicles and how they fix them with the OBD2. I encourage everyone to check out their site and to get 

your hands on this PDF so you can read it for yourself.” stated Walter Mackey @Google Groups 
 
“Our new OBD2 Performance Testing Procedures with Case Studies can enable anyone, from housewife to 
professional mechanic to perform both static and dynamic testing. This new book removes barriers such as 
automotive knowledge, age or sex from the testing and understanding of the different sensors and switches 
on modern automobiles. It insures the accuracy and completeness of a proper diagnosis in a very timely 
manner. This book both guides and teaches how to think and test like a highly skilled diagnostic person.” 
stated JD Durham, Business Development Manger, Straight Talk Automotive.  
 
The OBD2 Performance Testing Procedures with Case Studies as well as the companion book, OBD2 
Baseline Procedures Guide, will be available from the company website http://straighttalkautomotive.com. 
This OBD2 Performance Testing Procedures with Case Studies book will also be available at select 
authorized distributors. The OBD2 Performance Testing Procedures with Case Studies suggested retail is 
only $34.98 and is distributed as an electronic download.  
 
 
 
Founded in 2009, Straight Talk Automotive supplies scan tools, automotive diagnostic software, factory 
service manuals, and OEM tools to professional mechanics and enthusiasts internationally.  More 
information about Straight Talk Automotive can be found at http://straighttalkautomotive.com   
 
For additional information contact: Customer Service  customer.service@straighttalkautomotive.com 
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